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Actin cables are linear cytoskeletal structures that serve as tracks for myosin-based 
intracellular transport of vesicles and organelles in both yeast and mammalian cells. In a 
yeast cell undergoing budding, cables are in constant dynamic turnover yet some cables grow 
from the bud neck toward the back of the mother cell until their length roughly equals the 
diameter of the mother cell. This raises the question: how is the length of these cables 
controlled? Here we describe a novel molecular mechanism for cable length control inspired 
by recent experimental observations in cells. This “antenna mechanism” involves three key 
proteins: formins, which polymerize actin, Smy1 proteins, which bind formins and inhibit 
actin polymerization, and myosin motors, which deliver Smy1 to formins, leading to a length-
dependent actin polymerization rate. We compute the probability distribution of cable lengths 
as a function of several experimentally tuneable parameters such as the formin-binding 
affinity of Smy1 and the concentration of myosin motors delivering Smy1. These results 
provide testable predictions of the antenna mechanism of actin-cable length control. 
Introduction  
 
Eukaryotic cells have a complex cytoskeleton that includes vast arrays of 
microtubules and actin filaments, which governs the internal positioning and movement of 
cellular substructures such as vesicles and organelles, and dynamic changes in cell polarity, 
shape, and movement. Many of these processes require the length of the cytoskeletal 
structures to be tightly controlled. For example, during cell division, the microtubule-based 
mitotic spindle maintains a remarkably constant size despite undergoing highly dynamic 
turnover [1–4]. Another example of cellular structures whose lengths are regulated are cilia, 
which are used for motility and sensation [5–8]. These microtubule-based structures maintain 
a precise length even though their tubulin building blocks are constantly turning over. Recent 
studies have begun to address how the length of these microtubule-based structures is 
maintained [5,7–12]. However, there has been far less attention paid to how the size and 
length of actin-based structures is determined. The key question that we address here is the 
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mechanism by which the length of actin cables in budding yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) 
is controlled.  
 Actin is one of the major elements of the cytoskeleton in all eukaryotic cells. It is a 
protein that polymerizes to form helical two-stranded filaments. The actin cables found in 
budding yeast cells are estimated to consist of 2-4 filaments bundled in parallel by actin 
crosslinking proteins. These structures are polymerized by formins[13–16], and serve as 
tracks for the rapid, directed transport of organelles and vesicles through the mother cell and 
toward the bud tip. Observations in yeast have shown that during budding, one set of cables is 
polymerized at the bud neck by the formin Bnr1, which is anchored to a physical scaffold at 
the bud neck[17]. Bnr1-polymerized actin cables grow into the mother cell, extending toward 
the rear of the cell, and line the cell cortex [18,19]. As rapidly as the cables grow from the 
bud neck, they are dismantled at the other end; cables rarely grow past the back of the mother 
cell, suggesting that their length is regulated [20]. In this paper, we explore theoretically a 
mechanism of cable length control that acts on the polymerization machinery, formins, which 
is supported by recent molecular and cellular observations. 
  Actin cables polymerized by Bnr1 in a yeast cell grow rapidly (~1 µm/s, or ~370 actin 
subunits/s). Like other formins, Bnr1 remains tightly associated with the fast-growing end of 
the actin filament [14,21], and thus physically tethers the growing end of the cable to the bud 
neck while the other end of the cable is disassembled in the cytosol by other cellular factors 
[22]. The balance of these two antagonistic processes (assembly and disassembly) leads to a 
steady state cable length. Still, in order to obtain a peaked distribution of cable lengths at 
steady state, one or both of the rates for assembly and disassembly have to be length 
dependent. In particular, if the two rates are length independent, and the rate of disassembly 
(d) is greater than the rate of assembly (r), then the steady state is characterized by an 
exponential distribution of lengths. This distribution has a characteristic length given by 
 
    
 
 
 
   which is typically small, unless the two rates are almost identical. Therefore, in the 
absence of a mechanism that leads to a fine balancing of the two rates, the characteristic 
length is expected to be only a few monomers. 
 
 Mechanisms for length dependent depolymerisation have been proposed for 
microtubule- and actin-based structures. Kinesin motors such as Kip3 and KIF19A move 
along microtubules and when they reach the end of the track promote dissociation of tubulin 
subunits, leading to a length-dependent depolymerisation rate [6,9,10,23–25]. In the case of 
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actin, cofilin severs filaments thereby reducing their length in a length-dependent manner. 
Recently theoretical and experimental studies have shown that this activity alone leads to a 
peaked distribution of filament lengths in steady state [26–29]. Here we consider an 
alternative mechanism, in which actin filament length is controlled by negative feedback, 
which is provided by myosin-motor transport, leading to a length-dependent polymerization 
rate.  
Type-V myosin motors move on cables towards the bud neck and then the bud tip at ~ 
3 µm/s, transporting vesicles and other essential cargo destined for the growing bud [19,30]. 
Recent experiments have shown that Smy1 is a passenger protein of the myosin motor, and is 
transported to the bud neck where it pauses briefly and is thought to interact with Bnr1, 
which is anchored there [20]. Further experiments have shown that Smy1 directly binds to 
Bnr1 and inhibits its actin polymerization activity. As such, when the SMY1 gene is deleted 
from cells, a number of the cables grow abnormally long [4]. Here we propose that the active 
transport of Smy1 along a cable sets up a negative feedback cue to the formin, making the 
effective cable growth rate length dependent. The length dependence derives from the fact 
that the rate at which this negative cue is delivered to the formins is proportional to the 
number of myosin motors bound to and walking on a cable, which serves as an antenna for 
myosin binding. The goal of this paper is to mathematically explore this antenna mechanism 
of actin-cable length regulation, and to propose experimental tests of the basic tenets of this 
model. In particular, we make quantitative predictions for how modulating the strength of the 
Smy1-formin interaction and the concentration of Smy1 in cells affect the cable-length 
distribution.                     
 
                                                                                                                          
Results 
Antenna model for cable length control produces a length dependent 
polymerization rate  
 
The antenna model of actin cable length regulation is based on the idea that a motor 
delivering an inhibitory cue for polymerization leads to a length dependent growth rate. Smy1 
molecules are rapidly transported by myosinV along cables to the barbed ends of the actin 
filaments in a cable, where they transiently bind to and inhibit the formin (Bnr1). The cable 
thus acts as a landing pad for myosin+Smy1 inhibitory complexes. Long cables on average 
encounter more myosin+Smy1 complexes and thereby deliver inhibitory cues at a higher 
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frequency to the formins. This sets up a length dependent negative feedback loop regulating 
cable elongation rates, and ultimately narrows the distribution of cable lengths in the cell. 
This antenna model for actin filament length control is related conceptually to the antenna 
model for a recently-described microtubule length control mechanism, but with a key 
difference being that in the latter model kinesin motors themselves move directionally on the 
antenna and upon reaching its end modulate the rate of microtubule disassembly [23,24], 
whereas in our model the motors carry inhibitors, which upon reaching the end modulate the 
rate of the actin polymerization engine.  
 
Figure 1: The antenna model of actin-cable length control. (A) Smy1 proteins (red) are 
delivered to the formin (green) at the barbed end of the actin cable by myosin motors 
(yellow). Smy1 inhibits the polymerization activity of formins upon binding. The directed 
transport of Smy1 by myosin motors towards the formins leads to a length dependent average 
assembly rate           ; the longer the cables the larger the number of Smy1 proteins 
delivered the smaller the average assembly rate. (B)  A schematic showing all possible 
transitions between different chemical states in the antenna model. An uninhibited formin 
assembles cables at a constant rate   . Smy1+myosin complexes bind to formin at a rate 
          where,   is the length of the cable. Smy1’s detach from the formin with a 
rate     . Regardless of the state of the formin, i.e. whether it has Smy1 bound or not, the 
filament is disassembled by removal of subunits at a rate  . 
Here we model the actin cable as a single polymer which grows by the addition of 
subunits at the formin bound end, and shrinks by subunit removal at the opposite end (Fig 1). 
Since cables polymerized by Bnr1 in yeast are thought to be comprised of multiple parallel 
actin filaments bundled together, our model should be taken as an effective description of the 
assembly and disassembly of this composite structure. In our single-filament model the cable 
does not grow when Smy1 is inhibiting the formin; subunits are added by the formin at a rate 
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  when the formin is free of Smy1.      is the rate at which Smy1 molecules detach from the 
formin, thereby allowing the formin to return to the free/uninhibited state. The rate at which 
the formin switches from the uninhibited state to the Smy1-bound/inhibited state (   ) is 
equal to the rate of arrival of Smy1 particles to the formin. At steady state, this rate is equal to 
the rate at which Smy1 proteins diffusing in the cytoplasm are captured by the myosin-carried 
vesicles (Fig 1A); this assumes that there are no traffic-jams encountered by the myosin 
motors, which is consistent with our cell experiments and discussed in more detail in the 
Methods section. According to Smoluchowski, the rate of Smy1 capture is proportional to the 
Smy1 concentration, and most importantly for our model, the length of the cable, i.e., 
         .  This myosin-dependent delivery of the formin inhibitor Smy1 leads to a length 
dependent average rate of assembly, which together with a constant disassembly of the cable, 
which we take to occur by the removal of subunits from the end of the cable at rate  , 
produces a peaked steady-state distribution of cable lengths. 
The average time the cable spends in the on state, when the formin is active and the 
cable is growing at rate    is        
   while the average time the cable spends in the off state 
is      
   Since we assume that the rate of growth in the off state is zero (note that all our 
conclusions are independent of this assumption as long as the rate of polymerization when 
Smy1 is bound to formin is smaller than when the formin is free of Smy1), the average rate of 
polymerization is  
        
    
           
                
where the factor appearing in parenthesis is the fraction of time that the cable spends in the 
on state. From this calculation we conclude that the average rate of polymerization is length 
dependent and decreases as the length of a cable increases, since          . Furthermore, 
the average rate of polymerization depends on the concentration of Smy1 (i.e.,   is 
proportional to [Smy1]) and its binding affinity to the formin (     is proportional to the 
dissociation constant), both of which are parameters that can be tuned in experiments.  
From the expression for the average rate of polymerization we can compute the 
steady-state average cable length by equating it with the disassembly rate     
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The key prediction of this equation is that increasing the Smy1 concentration (i.e., increase in 
 ) reduces the average cable length, whereas weakening the formin-binding affinity of Smy1 
(i.e., increase in     ) increases the average cable length. We explore these predictions more 
thoroughly in the next section. We estimate all four parameters (          ) appearing in 
Equation 2 from in vivo experiments on wild-type yeast cells (see Methods) and study the 
changes to the cable-length distribution by varying the Smy1 concentration ( ) and its 
affinity to formins (    ). 
 
Cable length distribution is regulated by the concentration of Smy1 and its 
binding affinity to formin  
In order to describe the dynamics of an individual cable we mathematically model the 
antenna mechanism using the master equation formalism. The key quantity to compute is the 
probability,       , that the cable has length   (measured here in units of actin subunits) at 
time  . The master equation describes the evolution of        in time, by taking into account 
all the possible changes of the cable state that can occur in a small time interval    (Fig 1B). 
For a given cable length, we distinguish between two states depending on whether the formin 
at its end is inhibited by Smy1 (the off state) or free (the on state). Therefore we can 
write                          , where the probabilities for cable length in the off and on 
states satisfy the following master equations (for     and           non-zero) 
         
  
                                                                
          
  
                                                                   
 We use these equations to compute the steady-state distribution of cable 
lengths                    , where        and          are solutions to Equation 3 when 
the left-hand sides of these equations are set to zero. The variation of the length distribution 
with the parameters of the model then provides a stringent set of predictions of the antenna 
model that can be tested experimentally.  
The steady state distribution of cable lengths can be computed exactly using the 
method of detailed balance in the fast switching regime, i.e., when the rates for switching 
between the    and the     states (       and     ) are much greater than the rates of 
assembly/disassembly. In this limit, the cable can be assumed to have a polymerization rate 
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that is length dependent (see Equation 1) and a disassembly rate  . Using the detailed balance 
condition                 , we obtain 
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where      is the Gamma function.  
 
Figure 2: Time evolution of the cable length distribution. (A) Time trace of a cable length 
obtained from simulating the antenna model (see Methods). The parameters used in the 
simulations are r                       , all in units of s
-1
.  (B) Distribution of 
filament lengths obtained at different times 10, 50, 500 and 1000 s after the start of the 
simulation. (Initially the filament length is zero.) We observe that the distribution of lengths 
settles into the steady state on a time scale of a few hundred seconds. (Note that the brown 
and green curves corresponding to 500 and 1000 seconds coincide.)  
 When the rates of switching are comparable to the rates of assembly and disassembly, 
as is the case for actin cables in budding yeast cells, we are no longer able to obtain an 
analytic form of the steady state distribution and we resort to numerical simulations of the 
master equation, Equation 3. We start with a cable of zero length growing from the formin, 
which acts as a nucleation site. We use the Gillespie algorithm (see Methods) [31,32] to 
follow the stochastic trajectory in time of the cable length as it polymerizes and 
depolymerises, while also switching between the off  and on states depending on whether 
Smy1 is bound to the formin or not. After some time we observe the cable reaching a steady 
state, when the length distributions no longer changes with time; see Fig 2. For parameter 
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values corresponding to the fast switching regime we find excellent agreement between the 
stochastic simulations and Equation 4 (see Supplemental Fig S1)
1
. 
 In the slow switching regime, which describes the dynamics of yeast actin cables (see 
Methods for parameter estimates), we rely solely on the stochastic simulations to obtain 
steady state distributions of cable lengths for different values of the model parameters.  
 
Figure 3: Steady state cable length distributions depend on Smy1 concentration and  
binding affinity to formins. (A) With decreasing Smy1 binding affinity (parametrized by the 
off rate     ) to formins the mean length increases. The inset compares simulation results for 
the mean cable length and the analytic formula (Equation 2), in black line. (B) With 
increasing Smy1 concentration (parametrized by the rate  )  the average length of the cable 
decreases.  Inset shows comparison of simulation results with analytic theory (Equation 2), in 
black line. The parameter values used in both plots for the polymerization and 
depolymerization rate are:  r=370 s
-1
 and d=45 s
-1
 (see Methods). Also in (A) we set   
      s-1 while in (B) we used        s
-1
, which are values estimated for these two 
parameters based on in vivo experiments. In both plots, the blue curves are for estimated 
parameters for yeast cells.  
In Fig 3 we explore the effect of the rate parameters      and    on the steady state 
distribution of cable lengths. As explained earlier, the first is proportional to the dissociation 
constant that measures the binding affinity of Smy1 to formins, while the second rate is 
proportional to the Smy1 concentration (see Methods for parameter estimates). The results of 
our simulations for the dependence of the mean cable length on these two parameters are in 
excellent agreement with Equation 1. Also, in the parameter range explored we observe a 
difference in the dependence of the width of the steady state length distribution on 
     and . Changing the binding affinity of Smy1 to formins has little effect on the width of 
the length distribution while the Smy1 concentration has a large effect.  
                                                          
1
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Figure 4 : Variance in the cable length distribution. (A) With decreasing Smy1 binding 
affinity (parametrized by the off rate     ) the variance of the cable length distribution 
slightly increases. The black line was obtained by computing the variance of the cable length 
distribution by Gillespie simulations for  = 0.004 s-1 and      values 0.5 – 5.5 s
-1
 with a 
spacing of 0.0625 s
-1
. The inset shows that the noise, as measured by the square of coefficient 
of variation, decreases. (B) With increasing concentration of Smy1 (parametrized by the 
rate ) the variance increases while the noise (as shown in the inset) decreases. The black 
line was obtained from simulations using      = 1 s
-1
 and   = 0.0008 - 0.01 s-1 with a 
spacing of 0.000125 s
-1
.  The parameters   = 370 s-1 and   = 45 s-1 are our best estimates for 
yeast cells (see Methods) also used in Figure 3.  
 In Fig 4 we show in more detail how the variance and the square of the coefficient of 
variation (CV
2
 = 
        
     
    change as a function of      and .  We see that the square of the 
coefficient of variation, a standard measure of noise described by a probability distribution, in 
both cases decreases with increasing average cable length. Fig 3 and Fig 4 also provide a 
quantitative assessment of how sensitive the length distributions are with respect to the model 
parameters, in particular the two parameters related to the Smy1 concentration ( ) and its 
affinity to formins (    ). All the plots shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4 constitute specific 
predictions of the antenna model, which can be readily tested by in vitro experiments. While 
more difficult, experiments in vivo in which these two parameters are varied and the change 
of cable length distribution is measured, are also possible.                                                                                                                                                       
The mean and variance of the cable length distribution can be controlled 
independently  
The key feature of the antenna model proposed here is the switching of the cable 
between two states, one in which the formin is active and the cable is growing, and the other 
in which the formin is inactive (by virtue of Smy1 being bound to it) and the cable is 
therefore shrinking. The balance of the two states leads to the average cable length given in 
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Equation 2. The same average length can be achieved either by large      and , or by small  
     and , as long as the average rate of polymerization, Equation 1, is the same. In other 
words, the same mean length can be achieved either by having a small concentration of Smy1 
proteins present in solution but they stay bound to the formin for a longer time, or in the 
alternate case where a large number of Smy1 proteins are in solution, but they associate with 
formin for a shorter time.  
The width of the length distribution, on the other hand, will not be the same in these 
two extremes. When the switching rates are slow, we expect that the formins will spend long 
periods of time in the active and the inactive state leading to large fluctuations in the cable 
length, when compared to the situation when the switching is fast. This leads to the 
possibility that by tuning the concentration of Smy1 and its binding affinity to formins one is 
able to control the mean and the width of the length distribution independently. These 
properties distinguish the antenna mechanism discussed here from most other models of 
length control described previously. Interestingly, and roughly related to our findings, 
different versions of the antenna model of microtubule length control, which lead to the same 
mean microtubule length, have been reported to predict dramatically different steady-state 
fluctuations [34].  
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Figure 5: The mean and variance of the cable length can be independently controlled 
within the antenna model.  The same mean cable length (5 microns), is obtained either by a 
combination of a large Smy1-formin binding affinity and a small Smy1 concentration 
(parametrized by      and   respectively), or by a weak affinity and large concentration. The 
distribution in the weak affinity case (blue) is sharper than in the strong affinity case (red).   
Parameters used for the polymerization and depolymerisation rate were   = 370 s-1,   = 45 s-
1
,      = 0.5 s
-1
(red) and 50 s
-1
(blue) ; for chosen values of     , the rate   was calculated 
from Equation 2 for the mean length. Inset: Square of the coefficient of variation of the cable 
length distribution (measured by variance/mean
2
) decreases with      when the mean length 
is kept fixed by adjusting  . Parameters used for the simulations (in black line) were   = 370 
s
-1
,   = 45 s-1,   = 0.004 s-1 and       was varied from 0.5-20 s
-1 
in steps of 0.125 s
-1
. 
In order to test our expectations about how the variance and the mean of the cable 
length distribution can be controlled separately, we computed the distributions for different 
values of the rates      and   while keeping their ratio the same; in accordance with 
Equation 2 this guarantees that the mean length is fixed. We also kept the rate of assembly 
  and the rate of disassembly   fixed as we do not expect these to change when tuning the 
concentration of Smy1 and its binding affinity to the formin. Using a Gillespie simulation of 
the master equation (Equation 3) we obtained length distributions for the slow and fast 
switching cases; see Fig 5. As expected, we observe more noise (larger width for the same 
mean) in the slow switching situation, which could be realized experimentally by having a 
small concentration of Smy1 mutants with a large binding affinity for formins. The decrease 
in the square of coefficient of variation of the length distribution with decreasing binding 
affinity of Smy1 is shown in the inset to Fig 5.                                                   
Discussion 
Actin-binding proteins play a multitude of critical roles in maintaining the shape and 
dynamics of different actin structures, including the polarized actin cables found in yeast cells 
that support intracellular transport and asymmetric cell division. In this paper, we describe an 
antenna mechanism by which formins, along with the myosin-delivered formin inhibitor 
Smy1, control the cable length by making the rate of cable polymerization length dependent. 
Our model predicts that shorter cables grow faster than long cables, as they are subject to less 
inhibition by Smy1. We compute length distributions as a function of model parameters that 
can be tuned experimentally by changing the Smy1 concentration and its binding affinity to 
the formin. Interestingly, we observed that the mean cable length and variance can be 
independently controlled within the antenna mechanism by tuning these two model 
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parameters simultaneously. Our results provide quantitative predictions for future in vivo 
experiments aimed at testing the correlation between cable length and growth rate, and in 
vitro experiments aimed at reconstituting cable assembly with length control feedback from 
purified proteins (actin, formin, Smy1 and myosinV).  
The antenna model described here assumes a constant supply of free actin monomers 
in solution. This is a reasonable assumption for an in vitro experiment where the amount of 
actin monomers taken up by cables is small, but it might not hold for the in vivo situation. In 
vivo, even in the absence of Smy1 we expect cable growth to be dependent on processes that 
contribute to actin monomer recycling, and thus on factors that affect the disassembly rate, d. 
Furthermore, in vivo, proteins that sever actin filaments may provide an additional 
mechanism of length control. Here we make estimates to address the role that the finite 
monomer pool and severing may play in cable length regulation in wild-type yeast cells. 
 
Mechanisms of cable length control in vivo 
An alternative length control mechanism to the antenna mechanism, discussed above, 
is the finite supply of actin monomers in a cell [35]. As the cables grow, the free actin 
concentration decreases, leading to a decrease in the polymerization rate of actin filaments 
that make up the cables. When the polymerization rate equals the disassembly rate, steady 
state is reached. However, below we make estimates that suggest that the finite monomer 
pool cannot be the only source of length regulation in vivo, and this is supported by the 
observation that some of the cables overgrow in cells when SMY1 is deleted [20]. 
In the presence of a finite monomer pool, the average polymerization rate can be 
estimated as               , where   is the total number of actin molecules in the cell (in 
both filamentous and monomeric forms),    is the number of cables and  
  is the assembly 
rate of free monomer; note than in the absence of cables, when all of the actin molecules are 
in monomeric form,        . Here, for the purposes of an estimate, we assume a simple 
geometry for the cables, where each cable has an average length    , and consists of   actin 
filaments in parallel bundled together. In steady state, the average polymerization rate is 
equal to the depolymerisation rate    which leads to an average cable length      
            .  
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The total number of actin molecules in the mother-cell (which contains the cables of 
interest) can be estimated by considering the concentration of actin in the cell’s cytoplasm, 
which we have measured by quantitative western blotting, and multiplying it by the known 
volume of a yeast mother-cell,          
  
 
                actin proteins.  
Observations in vivo suggest that the number of cables is roughly 10 and they have a 
thickness of about  =4 filaments. Furthermore, if we take into account the in vivo rates of 
cable assembly and disassembly,   =    
 
 
             
 
 
    =   
 
 
 , we estimate an 
average cable length of         µm (using the conversion 1 µm = 370 monomers). (This 
estimate doesn’t take into account actin patches as there are relatively few of these structures 
in the mother cell.) The estimated average cable length is more than a factor of three longer 
than what is observed in wild-type yeast cells, suggesting the presence of additional length-
control mechanisms.  Interestingly enough in mutant cells lacking Smy1, we observe some 
cables whose length is roughly twice that seen in wild type cells; this observation is 
consistent with the idea that the finite monomer pool limits cable length in the absence of the 
Smy1-dependent antenna mechanism.  
Another process that can control cable length is actin severing, in which proteins like 
cofilin bind to the sides of filaments and induce breaks. This leads to the breaking off of 
polymer fragments, which are rapidly capped and depolymerized since they no longer have 
formins at their ends [27,29]. Since filaments within a cable provide binding sites for cofilin, 
the longer the cable, the higher the rate of cofilin binding. This may lead to a length-
dependent severing rate,   , where    is the severing rate per micron of cable per second. 
Since cables are anchored at the bud-neck, when a cable gets severed (by the severing of 
constitutive filaments), approximately and on average half of the subunits are lost, i.e., they 
are no longer part of the cable attached to the bud-neck. Therefore, assuming that severing 
can occur at any position along the cable that cofilin binds to, the depolymerisation rate (i.e., 
rate of subunit loss) becomes length dependent,          
 
 
 
   
 
 . To obtain the steady 
state filament length we set this depolymerisation rate equal to the polymerization rate, which 
leads to the formula          . Taking our estimated value for the polymerization rate, 
   µm/s, and the maximum in vitro measured severing rate (at 10 nM cofilin)   
    µm-1 s-1 [36], the estimate of the steady state cable length is       µm, more than five 
times the length observed in vivo. We expect this estimate to be in fact a lower bound on the 
average length obtained by the severing mechanism, since the optimized severing rate used 
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above is actually decreased at both lower and higher concentrations of cofilin [36].  Therefore 
this estimate suggests that severing cannot be the only mechanism of length control.  
It should be noted that in our consideration of the effects of severing on cable length 
control we only consider severing by cofilin. However, in cells there are a number of other 
co-factors that work with cofilin (e.g., coronin, Srv2/CAP, Aip1) and are likely to increase 
the rate of severing to further reduce cable length [37–39]. Hard numbers for the 
contributions of these co-factors to severing are not yet available, but once they are, they can 
be worked into this model. Another key factor is the presence of Tropomyosin proteins 
coating the cables. Tropomyosin is essential for cable formation [40,41], and is thought to 
protect cables at least temporarily from cofilin-mediated severing. Thus, Tropomyosin may 
direct cofilin-mediated severing to the 'older' ends of the cables, which is consistent with the 
model of dissociation that we have adopted for the antenna mechanism.  
The above estimates suggest that cable lengths in vivo cannot be controlled by the finite 
actin monomer pool and severing alone, and requires additional length-dependent feedback 
mechanisms. This is consistent with our cell experiments in which we observe striking 
changes in cable lengths upon deletion of SMY1[20]. This raises the intriguing possibility that 
cells have evolved multiple mechanisms of cable-length control, including several other 
potential ones besides Smy1. For example, the specific conformation that F-actin adopts in 
different nucleotide states is likely to affect severing along cables, and therefore any protein 
that decorates cables and alters the nucleotide state and/or conformation of F-actin could be 
part of an additional length control mechanism [42]. In addition, the ends of overgrown 
cables colliding with the cell cortex might change the mechanical stress of a cable leading to 
a change in its assembly or disassembly rate. Further, the mechanical strain on filaments 
induced by myosin action can affect severing by cofilin [43] and therefore alter the 
disassembly rate.  
In this paper we focused on cables assembled by only one of the two budding yeast formins, 
Bnr1, which is stably anchored to the bud neck [17]. However, the other budding yeast 
formin, Bni1, is highly distinct in its cellular dynamics. Bni1 molecules appear to be 
transiently recruited to the bud tip to assemble cables, then released, similar to the formin 
For3 in fission yeast[17,44,45] . A recent study of For3 discussed how this formin might 
control cable length in fission yeast [44,45]. Their model considered the transient association 
of  For3 with the cell tip leading to the assembly of actin filaments by the formin. For3 and 
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the newly polymerized actin filaments are then released from the cell tip and carried 
passively into the cell interior by the retrograde flow of actin filaments in the cable. Upon 
release from the cell cortex, the actin filaments in cables can disassemble, increasing the 
amount of free actin which, in turn, increases For3 dissociation from the cell tip. This 
coupling between actin monomer levels and For3 attachment leads to a steady state at 
realistic values of rate constants and actin and For3p concentrations [44].Whether or not a 
similar length control mechanism is employed for Bni1 generated cables in budding yeast is 
an intriguing open question.  
Effect of myosin motor speed and processivity on cable length control 
In our model we assume for simplicity that myosin motors transporting Smy1 to the anchored 
formins do not fall off the cables. Furthermore, it is assumed that the rate of delivery of Smy1 
by myosin is greater than the polymerization rate of the cable. Both conditions are necessary 
for every Smy1 molecule captured by the actin-cable ‘antenna’ to be delivered to the formins. 
Here we address the experimental evidence for these two assumptions.  
 In wild type cells, Smy1-GFP was directly observed to be trafficked by the myosin 
motor and delivered, uninterrupted, to the formin [20]. Smy1 is on vesicles, which have 
multiple myosin motors attached to them, which may explain why processivity does not seem 
to be an issue in vivo, and validates the assumption in our model that delivery of Smy1 is 
uninterrupted.  Also, in a wild type cell, the observed anterograde transport rate of vesicles 
toward the bud neck is 3 µm/s [20], which, given a retrograde elongation rate of cables of 
0.5-1 µm/s [19], suggests a myosin motor speed of about 3.5- 4 µm/s. These observations are 
consistent with the assumption that the rate of transport of Smy1 toward the formin is much 
greater than the rate of cable elongation. Further, this predicts that the antenna mechanism 
would not be effective for controlling cable length if the myosin speed was less than 1 µm/s 
since in that case Smy1 will not be delivered to the formin. This qualitative prediction can be 
tested using myosin mutants [46] with reduced in vivo transport speeds.  
 Another interesting point to consider is the wide range of cable elongation rates 
reported in the literature, ranging between a few tenths of a micron per second to several 
microns per second [18,19]. The antenna model provides a possible explanation for this 
observation. Namely, the model predicts that the cable extension rate decreases with the cable 
length (Equation 1). Therefore, it is possible that the range of reported cable elongation rates 
is due to the variability of the lengths of cables whose extension rate was measured.   
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 In conclusion, the antenna model involving formins, Smy1 and myosin motors, is a 
novel molecular mechanism for length control of actin cables, which we have proposed based 
on experimental evidence in living cells. While in cells it is almost certain that multiple 
mechanisms contribute to cable length control, in vivo observations as well as theoretical 
estimates indicate that the antenna mechanism is an important factor in controlling the length 
of these actin structures. Here we have explored this model theoretically, and made a number 
of predictions that can be tested in vivo, and in vitro using a reconstituted system consisting 
of purified actin, formin, myosin and Smy1. In particular, we compute the effect of changing 
the concentration of Smy1 and its binding affinity to formin on the distributions of cable 
lengths. Therefore quantitative measurements of this distribution in an in vitro reconstituted 
system of length control would serve as a stringent test of the antenna mechanism. An 
interesting qualitative prediction of the model is that the variability and the mean of the actin 
cable length can be tuned independently by simultaneously tuning these two control 
parameters (Smy1 concentration, and Smy1 affinity to formin). Whether such differential 
control is something that is used by cells to tune the length of actin cables is an interesting 
open question.  
Methods 
Estimation of model parameters 
The antenna mechanism is specified by four parameters, which can be estimated based on 
published experiments. In fact, there are two published studies that measured rates of cable 
growth. In an earlier study,  Pon and colleagues measured the rate to be ~ 0.3-0.6 µm/s [18]. 
In a later study, Wedlich-Soldner and colleagues used improved methods for imaging and 
quantifying cable growth rates (employing TIRF microscopy in vivo) and reported rates of ~ 
 µm/s [19].  The value    µm/s (for the polymerization rate when the formin is free of 
Smy1) we have adopted is based on the observed maximum rate of cable growth in vivo [19]; 
in making this estimate we assume that the maximum growth rate corresponds to small cables 
for which the attenuation of growth by Smy1 is not significant and therefore the average 
polymerization rate is much greater than the depolymerisation rate and is roughly equal to the 
observed growth rate of the cable. This value for the growth rate has also been independently 
confirmed by TIRF microscopy in our own lab (Julian Eskin and B.G., unpublished data).   
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In cell experiments GFP labelled Smy1 proteins are seen to pause at the bud neck for about a 
second in wild type cells [20] and so we estimate       1/s for the rate of Smy1 falling off 
of the formins. 
 The myosin-aided delivery rate of Smy1 to the formin, leads to a length dependent on 
rate          . We estimate the value of the parameter   using the observed number of 
myosin+Smy1 complexes on the cable. If we model the actin cable as a polymer with 
  subunits, at every subunit we can consider all the processes by which the myosin+Smy1 
complexes arrive and depart the particular subunit. In steady state the number of complexes 
arriving and departing need to balance. In particular, myosin+Smy1 can either reach the     
subunit (     ) diffusively from the cell cytosol with a rate    
  (which is proportional to 
the concentration of Smy1 proteins), or by translocating from the     subunit, with a rate  . 
We assume that the motors do not fall off the polymer and therefore the only way that they 
leave the     subunit is by translocating to subunit    . At steady state, the number of 
complexes arriving and departing the     subunit are equal and therefore the steady state 
number is       
      
 
 
 [24]. Using this quantity we can compute the total number of motors 
(myosin+Smy1 complexes) on the polymer (or cable) by summing over all subunits:  
          
 
   
 
   
 
 
      
 
              
           
The rate of delivery of Smy1 to the formin at the barbed end is equal to the number of 
complexes that translocate from the     subunit to the formin, i.e.                  
 ; 
therefore    
  is equal to the previously defined parameter  . Using Equation 5 we can solve 
for    
 , to obtain the relation      
       
    
, where      , is the myosin velocity in 
units of microns per second, and        is the cable length in microns;        nm is the 
size of an actin subunit in the cable. In our cell experiments, we observe that that      
      µm, and       µm/s which yields         s-1. In making these estimates, we 
do not consider the possibility of the density of myosin+Smy1 complexes on cables reaching 
saturation. This is supported by our live-cell imaging of secretory vesicles (marked with GFP 
fusions to either Sec4 or Smy1), which show that vesicles never experience traffic jams. 
Instead, single vesicles processively move along cables and reach the bud neck uninterrupted.  
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 We use these the above estimated values for the three parameters (          and the 
expression for mean cable length (Equation 2) to obtain a value of the fourth parameter, the 
depolymerisation rate  . By equating the mean cable length to 5 microns, which is the typical 
cable length we observe in vivo, and using the parameter values listed above, we estimate the 
depolymerisation rate        µm/s or 45 subunits/s.  
 It is important to note that while our estimates for the model parameters are quite 
rough our conclusions about the effect of Smy1 concentration and its affinity to formins on 
the distribution of cable lengths are independent of the particular parameter values. 
 
Simulation protocol  
In order to solve the master equations in the parameter regime corresponding to actin cable 
growth in wild type yeast cells, we resorted to numerical simulations. We start with a cable of 
zero length and then use the Gillespie algorithm [31,32] to follow the stochastic trajectory of 
a cable. In the simulation the state of the system is characterized by the cable length and 
whether the formin is active (free of Smy1) or inactive (Smy1 bound). In one step of the 
simulation we choose one of the set of all possible transitions from the current state of the 
system to the next. The transitions are chosen at random according to their relative weight, 
which is proportional to the rate of the transition. Once a particular transition is chosen the 
system is updated to a new state, which becomes the new current state. The time elapsed 
between two consecutive transitions is drawn from an exponential distribution, the rate 
parameter of which equals the sum of all the rates of allowed transitions. This process is 
repeated for a long enough time such that the length of the cable reaches steady state; see Fig 
2A. We obtain many such trajectories of a single cable and then compute the steady state 
distributions of length and the first and second moments of the distribution for the mean and 
variance of cable lengths. 
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Supplementary Information 
Analytical solution of the master equation 
We used detailed balance to solve the master equation in the regime where the switching 
rates (parameters      and ) are much larger than rates of assembly and disassembly 
(parameters   and  ). Using the detailed balance condition,                 , where 
     is the average polymerization rate (see Equation 1), we obtain (for     and           
non-zero) 
      
    
       
          
By solving this expression recursively we can express    in terms of   , the probability of 
zero subunits present at the formin,  
       
 
 
 
  
  
    
       
 
   
   
      
We use the normalization condition for      to obtain   , which than gives us an simple 
analytic formula for the length distribution   
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where      is the Gamma function.  
 
We compare this formula to results of simulations in Figure S1. In the fast switching regime 
where the formula is expected to be valid, we observe agreement with the distribution 
obtained from simulations. In the regime of slow switching i.e where the switching rates 
(parameters      and ) are much smaller than rates of assembly and disassembly 
(parameters   and  ), the distribution derived from the analytical expression is much 
narrower than that obtained from simulations, consistent with our intuition that slow 
switching increases noise. 
 
Figure S1: Comparison of analytic and numerical distributions. (A) In the fast switching 
regime the distribution obtained by detailed balance (blue) matches the cable length 
distribution obtained from the simulation (red). The parameters of the antenna model used to 
produce both distributions were                              all in units of s
-1
.  
(B) When the rates of switching between the on (Smy1 not bound to formin) and off (Smy1 
bound to formin) state are slow compared to the rates of polymerization and 
depolymerisation the analytic and numerical distribution differ. The means of the two 
distributions are the same while the correct distribution obtained numerically has a larger 
variance. The parameters used were                             all in units of s
-
1
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